The Error in the Browser

An error occurred running the Unity content on this page. See your browser JavaScript console for more info. The error was: InvalidStateError
Privacy

Tracking

- Use Tracking Protection in Private Windows

You can also manage your Do Not Track settings.

History

Firefox will: Never remember history

Firefox will use the same settings as private browsing, and will not remember any history as you browse the Web.

You may also want to clear all current history.

Location Bar

When using the location bar, suggest:

- History
- Bookmarks
- Open tabs

Change preferences for search engine suggestions...
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- Use Tracking Protection in Private Windows

You can also manage your Do Not Track settings.

History

Firefox will: Remember history

Firefox will remember your browsing, download, form and search history, and keep cookies from websites you visit.

You may want to clear your recent history, or remove individual cookies.
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The Correct Setting